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INTRODUCTION

There will always be a need for schools to study and

evaluate their curriculums. This need will exist as long as

our society strives to change and improve. Society places in

our schools the individuals that will be responsible for im-

proving the social and cultural heritage. The schools must

adequately prepare these individuals for this task if our

society is to ultimately satisfy all of man's needs.

Society also has immediate needs that the schools must

attempt to satisfy. Advances in the technical fields may

create new job opportunities while the invention of a machine

may leave part of the society in need of training.

The need for curriculum evaluation and change in Kan-

sas has probably been magnified by the fact that its economy

has changed. The economy of Kansas no longer depends on the

farm. Agri-business and industry have become leaders in the

state's economy. High school students no longer stay in the

local communities as they did \\rtien farming was of greatest

economic importance. The opportunities for employment in the

small communities have greatly diminished. The students must

now prepare for jobs in industry and agri-business that were

not available a few years back. There is a wider range of

skills that the student should be able to perform if he is

going to seek employment immediately after graduation from

high school. Many occupations require the student to make



additional preparation beyond a high school educatir

Whether the student matriculates at a university or a trade

school, he must have the background for advanced training.

The welfare of these students should be of prime importance

to educators

.

There are many factors that may bring about curriculum

change in the high school. Some of these factors cause a

school to change without much study or evaluation of the

existing curriculum. New requirements for graduation, in-

creased requirements for college entrance, and changes in

school accreditation policies are a few of the many factors

that may bring about immediate curriculum change. These im-

mediate changes in the curriculum should probably be regarded

as the minimum that a school must make to serve society.

If a school is to serve society in its utmost capacity,

there are other factors that should promote curriculum change.

New advances in the sciences, and new vocational opportunities

may cause the school to enlarge its curriculum. New concepts

of individual differences and the learning processes may

create a need for the teacher to change classroom experiences

in existing subject areas. In some of the subject areas it

may be necessary to change the scope and sequence of the en-

tire area to make the subject more meaningful to the student.

If a school is going to bring about desired changes in all of

the students that it serves, it may be necessary to modify

the curriculum continually to meet individual needs. A



school that is studying, evaluating, and changing its curric-

ulum is probably serving society beyond the minimum.

The individual school is the functional unit for cur-

riculum study and planning. This is true because curriculum

planning should always be done in terms of a specific society

and its needs. A curriculum that meets the needr of a com-

munity in New York may not meet the needs of a community in

Kansas. Vocational opportunities of the people as veil as

the ethnic background of the community will probably account

for large differences. Individual schools within a large

school system may also need different curriculums to meet

student needs. Differences in socio-economic status, inter-

ests, and abilities, are but a few of the factors that may

cause curriculums to vary within a single large school

system. The curriculum must always be planned for a specific

2
group of students.

There is no doubt that a school curriculum is best im-

proved by the teachers and staff members who are directly

working with the students that a school serves. Teachers

should be aware of the individual differences, interests, and

William B. Ragan, Modern Elementary Curriculum (New
York: Dryden Press, Inc., 1953) pp. 210-12.

2
Ibid.

3Arthur R. Olson, "Organizing a Faculty for Curriculum
Improvement, " National Association of Secondary School Princi-
pals Bulletin , 44: 4-97, February, 1960.



needs that exist in a classroom. The teacher must provide

the learning experiences that will guide all of the students

has.

This does not imply that the entire curriculum study

can k idled solely by the teachers and the staff. School

administrators must recognize the need for curriculum study

and provide necessary facilities end finances before any

organized form of system-wide improvement can take place.

There are many ways that curriculum improvement may be

brought about in the classroom. Study by individual teachers,

staff meetings, conferences, and institutes, will provide

some opportunities for changing the curriculum. For total

school curriculum study, the workshop is frequently consid-

ered the best technique. Although curriculum improvement is

the primary objective of the workshop, the in-service educa-

tion of the teacher is a product of the workshop that becomes

4
important to system wide improvement. Teachers are more

likely to become aware of new teaching procedures that will

add to their classroom 1 earning experiences if they partic-

ipate In l • orkshop. Teachers may become acquainted with

research procedures necessary for improvement of classroom

learning situations and many other skills necessary for

improvement of the curriculum.

4
Ibid.



The workshop is conducted in such a way that the

problems studied are those selected by the teachers.

Through classroom visits, interviews, and conferences with

the teachers, a supervisor or principal is usually able to

get an idea of their needs and interests. Teachers aro

usually eager to participate in a study program that will

make their tasks easier in the classroom. Workshops that

are planned entirely by the administrators of the school will

probably not be completely successful in bringing about much

in-service education of the teachers.

Action research is another method of curriculum study

that is probably inseparable with the workshop. Teachers

need some method of selecting plans for curriculum improve-

ment and a means of determining whether the plans have

brought about the desired improvements. The workshop csn

provide a means for formulating plans of action and the

action research can provide a means of determining the worth

of the plans.

Action research by teachers has sometimes prompted

5
Edward A. Krug, et al., Administering Curriculum

Planning (New York: Harper & Brothers, Publisher?, 1956)
p. 220 ff.

6
Ibid.

7
Olin C. Webb, & Sallilu Crawford, "Curriculum Im-

provement Through Action Research, " National Association of
Secondary School Principals Bulletin , 44:86-93, February 1960.



curriculum study by producing evidence that was startling

when analyzed. Many times the need for improvement of the

curriculum is not realized because its failures are not

apparent. Action research could probably be a guide for

selecting workshop study themes and problems one? a cur-

riculum study program is organized in a school.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

The purx^ose of this report was to indicate how the

curriculum workshop can be used to bring about improvement

of instruction in the classroom and an improved curriculum.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Curriculum workshop . A series of meetings or study

sessions devoted to original production and activities for

the evaluation and improvement of the school curriculum. The

"kshop may be conducted in consecutive sessions during a

short period of time or be conducted continually throughout

a school term depending upon the problem to be studied.

Workshop participants . The faculty members of the

school that is conducting the workshop. The participants are

responsible for selecting the curriculum problems that e:

under study during the workshop.

Workshop staff . Includes all of the resource persons,

consultants, and personnel that are involved in pro-planning



and conducting the workshop sc

REASONS FOR HAVING A CURRICULUM WORKSHOP

The necessity of changing the instructional aoqp -

riences of the school to meet the needs of the student im-

plies that the curriculum must under-go study and avalnation.

There are many ways that the school curriculum can be studied

and evaluated. Post graduate research programs, individual

teacher graduate work, college campus workshops, state

department evaluations, and faculty meetings are but a few of

the many ways a school can study end evaluate its curriculum.

The current trend of combining all the study and evaluation

efforts into one activity involving the entire school perso -

nel i it carried out in a curriculum workshop. The work-

shop has the same goal as all other efforts, that of im-

proving instruction to best meet the needs of the students.

It may be necessary to study, evaluate, or change the

entire curriculum of a school. This type of study will usu-

ally require at least a year- long workshop. This type of

workshop will probably devote more time to the organization

of the subject areas within the total school curriculum than

to study of any one area. A workshop for study a.- -?lua-

Vernon E. Anderson, Principles and Procadur js
Curriculum Improvement (New York: The Ronald Press :o., 1956)
pp. 149-173.
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tion of a subject area without relating it to the total

program may be conducted for a short period of time. The

reasons for having either type of workshop are basically the

same.

A workshop can strengthen the communication bonds be-

2
. .;en administration and teac"

.

Teachers and adminis-

trators must be able to talk out their problems of instruction

and have rapport before there can be much improvement of

instruction. During a workshop where an informal atmosphere

exists, the desk that is usually in front of the adminis-

trator is not present. The school secretary does not act as

the go between for the teacher and administrator. There is

time for the teacher and administrator to become better

acquainted than is possible during the regular busy time of

the school day. Sharing of ideas on school problems helps

thm teacher and administrator to better understand each-

other. Teachers are more inclined to share their problems

of instruction with administrators if they are acquainted

well enough that they feel at ease in discussing them. Thus,

the lines of communication are strengthened.

A workshop can promote den ocratic administration of j?

3
schocl. The true democratic process of administering a

2
Ibid.

3 bilizing for Curriculum Improvement, ji oc-

iatio .
• iOol Adm i :i i s trator s Yearbook , 1953, pp. 30-106.



school cannot be functioning unless the teachers and adminis-

trators do some planning together. The planning that is nec-

essary for building the school budget around the curriculum

is one example. T teachers need to know just What will be

available for them to use i planning their instructional

experiences for tha ^^^^rooni. If ~et pla>: -

tirely an administrative function, areas of the curriculum

may be neglect <.!. However, it would be a waste of time for

the teachers to ^lan an elaborate curriculum that is im-

sible to put into action. Teachers and administrators

need to plan together so that the best curriculum will be

offered according to the finances that are available.

Through planning such as this, teachers and administrator

may develop a dependence on each other that is necessary for

democratic administration of the school.

Workshops can cause the teacher to anal '" earn-

ing experiences that are being used in the classroom . Class

room learning experiences may soon be out of date if the

taacbar does not change them as new materials b i avail-

able. In the science fields, for example, new materials are

constantly being produced for classroom use. Teachers need

to become acquainted with these materials and make plans to

incorporate some of them into their classroom work.

Anderson, oc. cit
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Soma learning experiences that have been used may not

have produced the student progress the teacher had hoped

for. A change in the arrangement of materials used in the

experience or a completely new experience may be needed to

produce the desired student progress.

It is probably easier for teachers to become aware

new materials and how to use them if there is opportunity for

study with other teachers and specialists. A workshop

creates the setting for group study and exchange of ideas.

Group study and exchange of ideas are probably two of the

best ways that a teacher can use to analyze and improve the

classroom learning experiences.

Teachers can learn to seek the caus -s of student be-

havior through workshop par t icipat i on . ^ It is easier to see

why some students behave as they do if more than one teacher

has anecdotal records and observations to share. The guidance

counselor may use the workshop to train the faculty for making

anecdotal records and observations. If the school is not

fortunate enough to have a guidance counselor, the sharing

of records and observations by all the teachers in the school

can lead to work on necessary adjustive measures that will

help the student with classroom experiences. The need for

remedial work may become more apparent through sharing of

5
Ibid,
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observations. By analyzing the behavior of just one student,

the teachers in the workshop could gain some insight as to

how student behaviorial patterns can be analyzed and how this

analysis can lead to better instructional experiences of the

student in the classroom.

Workshops can cause the curriculum to be related to

the behaviorial changes of the students and not to the

subject matter . Teachers should plan learning experiences

with definite goals in mind. These goals should be stated

la terms of behaviorial changes that the learning experiences

should bring about in the students. The teaching of subject

matter may include many experi A ices that do not promote prog-

ress toward any goals: this is "busy work."

The teaching of subject matter may not allow for the

individual differences in the classroom. Some students will

probably be challenged and will progress while others will

find the subject matter too difficult or too easy. When be-

haviorial goals are established, it is easier for the teacher

to plan learning experiences that will bring about progress

for all of the students in the class.

Teachers usually need some experience in forming goals

and planning learning experiences to reach these goals. The

workshop can help the teachers obtain this experience by

6
Ibid.
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providing consultants for the teachers vhile they are forming

goals end planning learning experiences to reach then. The

workshop may offer the teacher a chance to study library

material that will help in planning for behaviorial changes.

Workshops offer the teacher a chance to crow prof e.' -

7
onally vhile on the -job . It is an unfortunate situation,

but a true one, that many teachers do not have the f inane

to obtain further professional training. The workshop that

is financed by the school is about the only way these teach-

ers can get further training.

Other teachers may have the finances but not the time

to attend summer school or other university classes. Many

times the distance from a university prohibits evening or

week-end class attendance. A workshop that is conducted

during the school day following regular classes will accomo-

date these teachers.

The school workshop would seem to be the best oppor-

tunity for a teacher to grow professionally in the light of

a specific school situation. Regular summer sessions or

extension classes may not offer the teacher a chance to

study personal classroom problems.

Graduate credit for work done in a school curriculum

workshop can probably be arranged if the workshop is con-

7Harold Spears, Curriculum Planning Through In-Service
Programs (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1957) pp. 23-30.
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ducted by a college or university. In the workshop where

specialists and consultants are obtained from many insti-

tutions for the purpose of helping teachers with individual

problems, graduate credit is seldom given. If graduate

credit is of prima importance to the teachers, it may be

necessary for the school to arrange for the teachers to par-

ticipate in a campus workshop.

Letter grades and term papers are tvo attempts to

measure professional growth through workshop participation

?

however, the current trend is to eliminate both of these as-

pects of evaluation. The amount of professional growth that

a teacher makes in a workshop can probably best be evaluated

by observing the changes that take place In the classroom.

Workshops can result in the best u_ j£ all community

and school resources . Many times teachers conduct studies

of the community to determine which people in the community

are qualified in bringing to the students material on school

related topics. These persons can bring the students much

information that would otherwise not be available to them.

rsons who have traveled extensively or have hobbies that

are avocational can be called upon to bring their experiences

to the students.

In some schools that maintain a departmental inventory,

8
Anderson, Loc. cit.
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materials and teaching aids that are available in one depart-

ment may not be known to exist by all teachers in the school.

The workshop offers a chance for the teachers to become ac-

quainted with the materials that are available in each de-

partment of the school.

Workshops can be used for the vritinq of resourc

units and teaching guides .
'' A workshop lends itself well

to the production of written work. Most teachers have ideas

that they would like to share with others. Teachers can be

grouped into small working committees that can each prodi:

a portion of a resource unit that can be shared with the

entire group.

The current trend is not to use the workshop for the

purpose of producing elaborate resource units and teaching

guides. More workshops are being devoted to improvement

of classroom learning experiences. If there is a felt need

for a resource unit by the teachers, then a workshop for

the purpose of producing a resource unit should be conducted.

CHARACTERIST1 DF A WORKSHOP

A workshop is just what the name implies, a shop in

"Edward A. Krug, et al . , Administering Curriculum
Planning (Nav York: Harper & Brothers, Pub 1

:' - -

pp. 220 ff.

Lindley J. Stiles, et al., Teacher Education in the
Uni States (Naw York: The Ronald Press Co., 1

^p. 387- il .
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which work is accomplished. This meaning was in use for cen-

turies by artisans and craftsmen and has been applied in mod-

ern times to university activities in which the objectives

are original production and development of the abilities o

the participants. The workshop emphasis is upon the prod -

tion of end results useful to the participants and desired

them. A second emphasis is upon the personal and social de-

velopment of participants as they work with others on common

problems. A third emphasis is upon the democratic method,

namely co-operative group discussion and work on common

problems.
1

The workshop may be an arrangement whereby a teacher

or a scjooI officer may work intensely on a problem which he

brings from his own school and obtains the assistance of

staff members of teacher-preparation institutions. Typically

a summer workshop runs for about six weeks and includes staff

members from various fields of study, particularly from the

fields of curriculum, student personnel, evaluation, and

administration. Workshop participants interested in similar

problems form into small groups and work with the guidance

of various faculty members who can give help on the partic-

Mary A. O'Rourke, and William H. Burton, Workshops
for Teachers (New York: Appleton - Century - Crofts, Inc.,
1957) pp. 1-16.
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2
ular difficulties that the group face

The two brief descriptions given above show that there

are certain essential characteristics of a workshop that sep-

arate it from the conference or lecture type of meeting. In

the era following the forties, it was a common practice to

call almost every meeting and lecture group a workshop, but

at the present time most workshops are conducted according to

the original concept. The essential characteristics of a

workshop are given below.

The workshop must have a clearly defined purpose or

central theme . A central theme or purpose for a workshop

might be selected from the following examples: curriculum

improvement, mental health, community resources, audio-visual

aids, or building facilities. These are but a few of the

many overall general themes that could be used for a work-

shop.

This report deals with the individual school, there-

fore, to further define one of the above examples in the

light of the report, an illustrative workshop topic might be

"To improve the classroom learning experiences in the Town-

ville Rural High School." This topic would limit the area

A-ork since a particular school is being considered and

2
Ralph W. Tyler, "Trands in the Preparation of

Teachers," School Review , 51:207-212, April, 1943.

3O'Rourke, ojd. cit . , p. 31
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just one part of the total school program, classroom learning

experiences, is being considered. This does not mean that

other areas given as first general examples will not be in-

cluded. For example, audio-visual aids might need to be

studied to improve the learning experiences. However, the

general theme and purpose is still clearly defined.

The activity in the workshop must be based upon the

problems , needs , and interests , of the participant There

is a limit to the amount of problem definition that can take

place before a workshop is started. The central theme or

purpose can be developed, but that is probably all that can

be accomplished without taking away one of the essentials of

the workshop. If specific problems are outlined and then

presented to the participants, the workshop ceases to be a

workshop

.

The individual teacher participants determine just

what the actual activity will be during the workshop. Con-

sidering the example already cited, the mathematics teacher

may be working on teaching aids for solid geometry vhi3

English teacher is working on business letter charts. These

teachers are engaged in entirely different activi , it both

are contributing to the central purpose of the workshop.

4
Hollis L. Caswell, et al., Curriculum Improvement i .

Public School Systems (New York: Columbia University Press,
1950) pp. 60.
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The bulk of the workshop time should be devoted to

5individual and small group work on related problems ." Small

groups and individual work will l»r ^ t^ the greatest accom-

plishment during a workshop. Lectures and addresses are

limited to the amount of general information that is needed

at the beginning and for short special sessions during the

workshop. When the individual has his own problems to solve

during the workshop, it is probably a waste of time for a

lecturer to present generalities when the individual need*

to work with specifics.

The resource persons required for the workshop can

accomplish much more for the workshop if they are allowed

to work for periods of time with each small group of indi-

viduals. In these smaller groups, the resource person can

cite examples and offer suggestions that are more directly

related to the problems being considered.

Enough time should be provided for the workshop so

1 _t personal and social growth of the participants can take

plac- . Human relations are an important part of a curric-

ulum workshop. The participants need time to become acquain-

ted so they will feel at ease in discussing their classroom

problems. The exchange of ideas that may take place during

5
O'Rourke, Loc . cit .

,

6
Ibid.
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informal conversation may be invaluable to a participant.

When the participants begin to v:ork in groups the-

should be time for them to relat personal experiences to the

group. When group work is rushed, there niay be a tendency

Cor one or two persons to do all the talking. The democratic

process of group discussion may need fostering from time to

time by calling on all of the group members.

There should be time in a workshop schedule for coffee

breaks and informal luncheons. These social gatherings will

contribute much to the success of a workshop, because the

participants will probably develop a sense of belonging to

the group.

ESSENTIAL FACILITIES ^7SEDED FOR A WORKSHOP

Almost all schools will have the essentials needed for

conducting a workshop. Many of the facilities are available

in the school, but would not be used unless there is some

mention made of the importance of each to the workshop.

It may be necessary to obtain some of the facilities

for use during t'ie workshop. Rental agencies, other schools,

and state or "nations, can be contacted to obtain needed

facilities. The following essential facilities are to be

considered as being only basic, end each workshop situation

may call for additions.

7_
' -.- - -:-• " /__ "

' "
"•

__________ .
all of the Indi-
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vidual work groups . All of the study groups should prob-

ably be located in one general area. This will allow the

consultants and resource persons to assist more than one

group. The room should be large enough to allow all of the

individual groups plenty of room. A flexible arrangement of

tables may be necessary to accommodate changes in group size

as the workshop progresses.

A high school gymnasium or a multi-purpose room will

usually meet the needs of this essential requirement. Ho- -

ever, factors of comfort such as heat, cooling, and sound

absorption, should be considered when selecting this room

for a workshop.

A room that will accommodate the entire croup for

2general sessions . A room that is large enough to work in

will probably not be ideal for lectures and general ses-

sions. Participants need slightly more comfort in lecture

sessions than in work sessions. Arrangement, so that each

individual participant can see and hear what is being done

and said is important during the lectures and general ses-

sions. A school auditorium will probably meet the require-

ments for the general sessions.

Mary A. O'Rourke and William H. Burton, Workshops
for Teachers (New York: Appleton - Century - Crofts, Inc.,
1957) pp. 1-16.

2
Ibid.
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Office equipment and personnel for record ir.c and du-

3
plicatinq materials Office equipment and personnel should

be obtained for a workshop. Many times such a facility is

eliminated or omitted from the workshop. The workshop

participants can get more work done if they are free from

having to type out reports and records that have been made

during the work sessions. Duplication of materials is

usually necessary for ell workshops. If there is a shortage

of equipment and personnel for this purpose, then it may be

necessary to employ added office help and rent office equip-

ment just for the workshop.

4A good library is essential to the workshop . Library

materials pertaining to the theme of thw workshop should be

made available to the participants. The participants may

need to do some research to answer their own problems or con-

tribute to the group. Most schools will probably not have

all of the materials that are available in a general theme

area. Materials that are needed can probably be obtained

from state associations or colleges for the duration of a

workshop

.

The library should be placed within the work room if

3
Ibid.

Hollis L. Caswell, et al., Curriculum Improvement in
i'ublic School Systems (New York: Columbia University Press,
1950) pp. 60.
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at all possible. This will facilitate the use of the library.

Along one side or end of the work room would be an ideal

place to locate the racks and book cases needed for the

library. If this is not possible, a room adjoining the work

room should be used so that the materials are easily obteined.

A number of email rooms for individual group work and

5
personal conferences .- There should be a number of small

rooms available for use by individuals or small groups. Con-

sultants may need to have private conferences with individual

participants if their problems seem to be of a personal

nature.

Small groups may need to get away from the entire

group especially if they find noise a problem. The small

groups may need to construct an exhibit for the entire group

to see. A classroom would seem to be ideal for conferences,

small group work, and exhibits.

Caf 3teria facilities for the entir roup are needed ,

t schools are equipped with a school lunch facility that

would be adequate for a workshop. It may be necessary to

make arrangements with local cafes or a catering service to

take care of the workshop. It is a common practice for the

noon luncheon or at least one meal during the daily session

"Ibid.
c.

O'Rourke, ojd. cit . , p. 42.
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to be servad to the group. This allows all of the group to

becom? more socially involved than in work sessions and help?

fostar personal relationships.

The preceding list of essential facilities is not ex-

haustive, but it does contain those facilities needed for

individual school to get started. Usually the facilities are

as elaborate as the finances will permit and the finances are

in direct proportion to the importance the administration

places on the workshop.

PLANNING THE WORKSHOP

There are many arrangements that must be made far in

advance of the first general session of a workshop. C

individual will need to assume the responsibility of making

many of the initial arrangements r in most case.' , the local

principal is considered the organizer for a workshop. How-

ever, committees of teachers may be formed to make some of

the final \ hop plans.

Selecting the central ie, for a, workshop . The

central theme for a workshop may be selected as much as a

year in advance for the actual workshop. One of the most

common methods for selecting a central theme is to ask the

prospective participants to submit several general problems

Harold B. Alberty, Re-organizing the Hioh School Cur-
riculum (New York: The Macmillian Company, 1953) pp. 5 21-546.
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2
that th like to study. In most schoolr, th?re will

>bably be soma over- lapping of the problems submitted

the teachers. From the submitted list.^ it will probably

be possible to narrow down the list to two or thr3e general

areas. At this point it may be necessary to call a planning

session of all teachers or a committee of teachers to mak

Tinal selection of the problem area for a workshop.

hod of central theme selection is to hand

out a survey sheet with several themes that might be used in

3
urricul un workshop. Tr.e teachers would .5 to rank

the the: >rder of importance to them. The survey she.

would ba r ?.& by the committee or the principal and t

or thr the higher rating os would be •] ". This

hod i" <: 3 '.ost the I the precede t the

theme selection i. sewhat narrowed I list.

A third method for selecting the central theme may be

to have a general meeting of all participants. During \l.

meeting, all members have a chance to express the of

4
their problems and ••loot a theme for a workshop. There may

need to be several sessions devoted to theme selection if

2
:'ary A. O'Rourke and Wilxiam H. Burton, Workshops for

Teachers (New York: A.ppleton - Century - Crofts, Inc., 1957)
pp. 31-33.

3
Barl C. Kelly, The Workshop Way of Learning (New

York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 1951) pp. 12-27.

bid .
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this method is used. It is important that democratic group

process be observed during meetings.

It is of utmost importance that the prospective

participants have a chance to select the general theme or

problem area for the workshop. If the participants feel that

a theme has been forced upon them, there will probably be

little accomplished in the v/orkshop that is to follow.

Selecting a time for conducting the workshop . Very

little has been written about procedures for selecting a

period of time for a workshop. This would seem to be one of

the more difficult tasks in planning a workshop. Action by

the administration or the board of education as to the extent

a workshop will be supported financially may help in select-

ing a time for the workshop.

The central theme or problem area to be studied will

probably indirectly influence the time to conduct a workshop.

If the entire school is involved in studying a broad curric-

ulum problem, a year-long workshop may be necessary. The

time that such a workshop is begun would probably depend on

when the planning is completed.

Workshops devoted to the study of individual teacher

problems can probably be conducted over shorter periods of

time. Two or three weeks with daily meetings may be used for

this type of workshop. A workshop for study of teacher prob-

lems should probably be held outside of the time that school



is in session because of the added time needed by the teach-

ers to concentrate work on their problems

.

Reports of successful workshops indicate that the time

to hold the short intensive workshop should be decided by the

participants if at all possible. Summer employment, vaca-

tions, graduate study, and summer teaching, will probably

cause some difficulty in selecting a time for a workshop. It

mey be necessary for the school administration to adopt poli-

cies concerning the time schedule, finances, and teachers

salaries, before a workshop can be successfully conducted.

Obtaining resource persons and consultants . Immedi-

ately after the central theme for the workshop has been

selected, the resource persons and consultant staff should be

obtained. The school principal may need to organize a com-

mittee for obtaining resource persons if the workshop plan-

ning burden is becoming too great. The state teachers asso-

ciation, state department of education, university staff

members, and teachers from other schools usually make up the

field from which resource persons and consultants can be

selected. To schedule the resource persons and consultants

at the time they are needed will probably necessitate con-

tacting them well in advance of workshop time.

There has not been much written about the number of

resource persons and consultants needed for a vorkshop. It

will probably depend upon the problem area, number of partic-
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ipants, and the anticipated number of problem study areas.

School finances may also determine the extent of the resource

and consultant staff. Probably the ideal staff would consist

of a specialist in each of the problem study areas.

Obtaining library materials . As previously reviewed,

there must be adequate library materials available for both

the short session and year-long workshop. The library mate-

5
rials should be as extensive as the finances will permit.

Following is a basic list of materials that should be

assembled prior to the workshop.

Textbooks, In principles of teaching, In educa-
tional psychology, in the teaching of the various
subjects, on the problems and principles of school
curriculum development.

B. Curriculum documents of the dozen or more types
which are available throughout the country.

C. The largest possible exhibit of books for adoles-
cents.

D. A collection of source units, proposed teaching
units, logs of completed units, numerous charts,
working plans of class groups, results of all
kinds produced by a group while organizing and
carrying on a unit.

E. Some daily lesson plans of the traditional type
but improved as suggested in modern textbooks.

F. Typical traditional daily or short-torn assign-
ments, ranging all the way from fairly bad to
excellent.

5
O'Rourke, Loc . cit . , p. 7.

Ibid . (This is a modified form of the library list)
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G. An extensive collection ot tests of all kinds!
intelligence, achievement, diagnostic, improved
essay examinations, problem situations, battery
tests, forms for interviewing, and the like.

H. A collection of films, film-strips, still pic-
tures, models, —all types of audio-visual aids
should be available.

Planning a, workshop schedule . A workshop schedule

will probably need to be planned up to the point where group

work begins. The orientation and first general sessions can

be planned ahead of time. When small group work is begun,

the schedule should evolve around the groups. Some groups

LI work much faster than others and some groups may have

problem areas that require more research time. Each group

should be able to proceed at a rate that seems most effi-

cient. Some definite guide posts of time should be estab-

lished however, so that too much time is not spent on one

part of the group study.

Planning with the staff for croup work . Planning for

group work is another phase of planning the workshop that

must be done if the workshop is to be successful. Group work

is used throughout most of the workshop. Most of the partic-

ill probably not be accustomed to doing group work

and study prior to the workshop. The resource persons and

consultants may be well trained in group work, but the indi-

vidual school workshop staff may need some review before the

workshop starts.

It is important that the study groups get started



correctly or they may get discouraged and not accomplish

much. The staff should bo prepared to help each group get

started. It is probably well to correlate group work with

the steps in action research or reflective thinking. This

will give the staff a plan to follow in guiding the group

work. The following essential stops of action research have

been correlated with the steps for group work in an attempt

to show the relationship bo; - the t'.vo.

Identifying a problem area or general then, £ ja

- ork3hop . One of the first steps already discussed in

starting a curriculum workshop is to select a problem area

7
for study. Most all teachers have problems in their work

but may not be aware of them or do not want to let other
o

persons know they have problems. Democratic supervise

through observation and individual conferences may be nec-

essary to help a teacher sense and identify a problem area

5
that is in need of study.

A general theme for a workshop might be one of the

following: Curriculum design, language arts, physical

education, health, mathematics, guidance, citizenship, or

7
O'^ourke, ojd. cit . , p. 31.

g
Joseph Lees, et al., The Teacher in Curriculum

Making (New York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 1" "]

pp. 453-4S7.
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community resources. There is probably no end to the list

of problem areas that could be identified by a faculty.

For the purpose of research, as with the starting of

a curriculum workshop, there must be a selection of a few

problems to be studied. The difficulty at this point is to

decide which problem deserves attention first. The problem

area that involves the greatest number of students is prob-

ably the best place to start. Another factor that must be

considered in a research program is that the teachers need

to feel that they have the ability to under-take the problem.

It may be necessary to select a simple problem first and than

progress to the problem involving more of the students.

Pin pointing the problem and defining the population .

This step in group work is taken when the teachers select the

individual study groups with which they would like to work.

The participants will probably need considerable assistance

at this point to identify their specific interest or need.

roposing a hypothesis and making a plan for action .

In action research, this section is sometimes separated into

two parts: Proposing a hypothesis for the problem situation,

12
and designing a test. Teachers in a workshop study group

10
Ibid.

1]
"Fred F. Barnes, "We Are All Researchers," Th:-?

Instructor, 9:6-7, June, 1960.

12-..,,Ibid.
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would probably propose many hypotheses and select several

tests or plans for action. The hypotheses may also be con-

sidered as desirable goals to be reached and the plan for

action would be the learning experiences that are plann

for reaching the goals.

.
T

. pplying the plan of action and obtaining the evi -

dence . These steps take place in the classroom following

the workshop and may not involve group work. Teachers in a

school system may make comparisons on their own concerning

how some of the plans have worked.

The method used for gathering evidence should be as

objective as possible. That is, there should be a numerical

scale or objective rating of the evidence if at all possi-

,, 13
ble.

There are certain basic skills in statistics that may

be needed by the teachers for obtaining and recording evi-

14
dence. Such skills as determining mean, median, mode,

standard deviation, and rank correlation, may be needed. It

may be necessary to offer some training during a workshop

session to guide the teachers in obtaining evidence.

Challenging and generalizing from the evidence

Francis J. Rummel, An Introduction to Research
Frocedures in Education (New York: Harper & Brothers,
Publishers, 195e) pp. 122-202.

14
Ibid.
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obtain.3d . There must be some care taken in this step of

15
action research because results may be biased. "' A plan of

action that worked wall in one particular situation may not

work in other situations. It must be clearly understood that

the evidence was gathered from one situation and, therefore,

will apply to that situation only.

If the teachers carry on with a program of action re-

search, a workshop that is conducted on a continual basis

may be the best. Teachers will have a chance to report to

the group the evidence they have gathered and there can be

more work accomplished in analysis of the evidence. Periodic

reports by the teachers would help in keeping a research

program on schedule. There would also be greater interest

in the research program if it is done during a year-long

workshop

.

Replannina and retestinq the hypothesis . en suffi-

cient evidence and results point out that the plan of action

has not achieved the desired results, it xvill be necessary to

propose another plan for action. The same sequence of events

as previously stated for action research would be followed.

CONDUCTING A WORKSHOP

The workshop should not be started until the planning

15
Ibid.
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is complete. A workshop that gets off to a poor start

because it is inadequately planned will probably not result

in much learning or curriculum improvement. All of t

previously mentioned essentials of planning should be com-

plete. The staff should have time to meet previous to ori n-

tation for the purpose of planning for group work. This

should complete the planning of the workshop. Planning can

go too far if every session is planned within a rigid sched-

ule. There must be some flexibility in the schedule or the

workshop may lose some of the aspects of in-service training.

Orientation of the vorkshop participants . Tne pur-

poses of orientation are: to acquaint the participant! with

each other and the staff, to establish the working croups,

and to help all participants become working group members as

2quickly as possible. In the individual school vorkshop

orientation will probably not be lengthy because most of the

participants will be acquainted and will probably feel at

ease in discussing their problems.

It is feasible to start orientation with a registra-

tion where each participant supplies some background infor-

mation regarding his experience in the problem area. This

Mary A. C'^ourke and William H. Burton, Workshops for
Teachers (New York: Appleton - Century - Crofts, Inc., 1957)
p. 44.

2
O'Rourke, op., cit. , p. 59.
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registration na; also be helpful in forming the study groups

the per+icipants indicate an area of the general theme

they would like to study. In large workshops of more than

fifty participants it may be possible for the pre-planning

committee to complete the registration before actual begin-

ning of the workshop orientation. The same information as

3mentioned above should be obtained.

Before the first general session of the workshop the

participants should have time to tour the work room, libr?ir

and all other areas of the workshop. There should be ti

for the consultant and resource staff to meet each partici-

pant if possible.

The first general session should probably include a

lecture or speech from one of the specialists in the general

theme area. This may cause the participants to think of

problem areas they desire to study that were previously not

considered. The first general session may also include a

formal introduction of the complete staff. A discussion of

rkshop procedure may also be necessary if workshop exp -

rience of the participants has been limited. A schedule of

daily events for the first few days may also be presented

during the first general session. A typical schedule of

daily events is included in the appendix of the report.

O'Rourke, ojd. cit . / p. 46.
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Use of resource persons and consultants . Resource

persons and consultants are extremely valuable to the indi-

vidual study groups during the formation of group goal c
. The

consultants do not tell the group what the goals should be,

but they help the group to analyze their problem area and

define their goals. Many times workshop participants get

discouraged during the first few sessions because they do not

know what to do or how to do it. It is a partial responsi-

bility of the staff to help the group get started discussing

and analyzing the problem area, but not telling the group

4
what to do.

Following the first general session, it may be possi-

ble for the participants to have individual conferences with

the consultants who are specialists in the chosen area of

study. The size of the workshop and the number of consult-

ants will determine if this is possible. Individual guidance

given the participants at this time may help in determining

the problem areas of most interest and nerjd. The consultant

is not responsible for assigning the participants to groups

but for helping each participant realize what his needs are.

Individual conferences at the beginning of the workshop may

4
"Jarl C. Kelly, The Workshop Way of Learning ('Taw

York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 1951) p. 48.

5
O'Rourke, op. cit . , p. 61.

Kelly, Loc . cit .



eliminate much of the group changing that may take place if

l members are not sure of vhat their naed and interests are.

It is not n«c«s*ary to ha^e a consultant for iach

'. orking group? probably one consultant for every two groups

7
will be sufficient. If there is a consultant assigned to

each group, there may be a tendency for the consultant to

become a teacher and the participants, students. This is not

the intended situation in the workshop and should be avoided.

When one consultant works with more than one group, the

teacher situation is usually eliminated.

If one consultant is assigned to each group, the con-

sultant should visit other groups and not spend all of the

time with one group. Such an arrangement will make the group

more dependent upon its own resources and skills r thus, more

in-service training may result.

Individual study croup work . Individual group work

usually begins with election of a recorder and chairman.

However, the election of a chairman is optional, because it

limits the group participation of the part of the member

9elected to the position.' The size of the group also deter-

mines the need of a chairmen. If the group numbers less than

7O'Rourke, op. cit . , p. 38.

8
Ibid.

9
Kelly, Q£. cit . , p. 29.
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seven members, a chairman may not be needed.

Following the election of the recorder and chairman,

if needed, the study group should begin to analyze its pre -

lem area and determine goals. The formation of c,~>als will

probably take considerable time at least to get started. The

consultants play an active part in getting the group started

on this task. However, the consultants mutt be cautious when

working with the groups because the group may select goals

that the consultants propose. The consultants should not

point out the goals for the group, but should guide the group

so that they will select their goals. As previously stated

in the report, professional consultants will probably be

trained in group vork, but the school staff members that are

acting as consultants may need to prepare for the task.

Work session schedule . The group work sessions should

be short enough to keep interest and yet long enough for

1 "i

development. During the first few sessions of the workshop,

the sessions wil probably be shorter than after the goals

have been set and the planning has started. Coffee breaks

and general sessions should be scheduled so that they will

offer the participants a chance to relax between work ses-

sions.

When a system-wide problem workshop is being conducted

10
O'Rourke, op., cit . , p. 48
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during the school year, it may be best to start each vork

riod vith a general ression and a social event. It is sug-

gested that i
r workshop s ass ions are held after school during

year, a general session will give the participants time

to relax from a busy day and get oriented to workshop think-

11
in

It would seem difficult to set 8 definite time for

ending a workshop because some groups may need more time than

others for BU - the plans to reach their goals. A closing

time for group work should be established with conditions

12
that may be changed to meet the needs of tha participants.

Lav participation in curriculum workshops . Lay

participation in curriculum vork has been gaining in popu-

larity during recent years. Laymen can bring to the curric-

ulum workshop a supplementary knowledge of the community and

pupils. Many times it may be necessary to study the commun-

ity to determine its background, job opportunities, and other

rerourc^s. Laymen can be very helpful when making such a

study.

Curriculum change may sometimes meet vith criticism if

the community patrons are not adequately informed about the

curriculum status. Laymen can help explain the curriculum

Kelly, op., cit . , p. 64.

12
C'Rourke, ojd. cit . , p. 44.



changes to the community so that criticism may be avoided.

However, there is a limit to the lay participation that

ould "02 allowed. Layrr. in best participate in those cur-

riculum workshops that are conducted for sys tarn-wide curric-

ulum change. Laymen should not participats in workshops

dealing with methods of teaching or planning classroom expe-

riences. These workshops should be for the professional

educators only.

M) laymen do participate in system wide change,

their status should be clearly understood. They should

participate on an advisory basis only and the actual changes

or methods of change should be left up to the professional

educators

.

The workshop staff will probably need to make some

added preparation for a workshop that includes laymen. The

staff should have available a complete outline of why certain

subjects are offered in the school and have information as to

why certain changes in the curriculum are needed. If the

staff does not have this information ready, laymen can cause

15
some pitfalls to curriculum work because:

13
Hollis L. Caswell, et al., Curriculum Improvement in

Public School Systems (New York: Columbia University Press,
50) p. »5.

14
J. Harvey Littrell, "Lay Participation, " Claarinc

House , 35:137-139, November, 1G51.

15
Ibid.
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1

.

They may ha-'e an incomplete knowledge of the school
curriculum program.

2. They may be reticent to express their views.

3. They think in terms of their own children.

4. The/ tend to put a "halo" around their own
:ces

.

may draw conclusions before any objective
evidence is determined.

3n the staff has prepared for lay participation, con-

sidering the above factors, the system wide curriculum work-

shop should benefit from the participation of lay people.

EVALUATING THE VJORKSHOP

The best evaluation of the workshop will probably not

be made during or immediately following the workshop, because

the real worth of the workshop is determined by the changes

that take place in the classroom. Classroom visitation,

interviews, and conferences are probably the best techniques

2
that can be used to evaluate the workshop. The principal,

supervisor, or workshop staff member assigned to making the

evaluation will probably want to visit each teacher some time

during the year following the workshop. There should be time

allowed for the teacher to put the workshop plans into action

Mary A. O'Rourke and William H. Burton, Workshops for
Teachers (N«w York: Appleton - Century - Crofts, Inc., 1957)
p. 68.

2O'Rourke, op., cit . , p. 79.
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before the visits and conferences are started.

There also is a need for evaluation during and just

following the workshop. These evaluations are needed by the

staff for immediate and future workshop planning. It is pos-

sible to evaluate almost anything and everything about a

workshop, but the emphasis should probably be on processes

and methods, not people and abilities.

Evaluation during the workshop . After the workshop

has reached the point where small group study is taking place

it may be necessary to evaluate the workshop for immediate

needs. This evaluation may point out the need for more

library resource materials, more time in small groups, and

many other factors about the mechanics and facilities of the

workshop. Evaluation techniques used at this point should

probably be of the objective type. This will enable the

participants to quickly fill out the forms and the staff will

be able to arrive at the results easily. An example of an

objective evaluation form to be used during the workshop is

included in the appendix.

It may be necessary to supplement the objective evalu-

ation form with a "flow chart" of croup work to get the best

evaluation of small group work. The flow chart may indicate

needs in group process or individual conferences. A flow

chart can be kept by the recorder or an observer. It should

be kept without being known to the group if possible. This
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flow chart will probably give a better picture of what is

going on in group work than will an objective evaluation.

The size of the available staff will probably determine who

keeps the flow chart of the group discussion. An example of

a flow chart is included in the appendix.

The previously mentioned techniques are an attempt to

evaluate the total workshop and to diagnose shortcomings that

may need correction. It is possible to evaluate each session,

speaker, and group, if it is desired. Small objective forms

such as check lists and rating scales could be used for these

evaluations. The size of the staff and the ease with which

facilities can be changed will probably determine the neces-

sity of spot evaluations such as these.

Immediately following the last work session the

participants and staff should evaluate the workshop. The

evaluation should be considered as part of the workshop. It

will probably be best to make a subjective evaluation at this

time because an objective evaluation may not get all of the

comments. The techniques used for this evaluation will prob-

ably be best determined by the staff. Some of the areas that

3probably should be evaluated at this time are:

A. Mechanics and organization

1 . Length of workshop

3O'Rourke, op., cit . , pp. 70-71.
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2. Time of year
3. Physical facilities
4. Library facilities
5. Resource materials
6. Scheduling
7. Allocation of time for various activities
8. Committees
9. General procedures of operation

B. Process and staff

1. Advance planning
2. Methods of determining goals
3. Availability of qualified resource persons
4. Number and distribution of regular sta
5. Degree to which individual needs were met
6. Neglected areas
7. Moral and coresiveness
8. Degree of democratic participation
9. Effectiveness of problem-solving procedures

10. Activities of most value
11. Activities of least value
12. Ways of improving the work sessions

The above listing is not considered to be complete,

but as examples of the mechanics and processes that probably

should be evaluated.

A self-evaluation should be made at the close of the

workshop for the purpose of obtaining a value judgment of

the workshop. Each participant could be ai?k to rate or

4
evaluate his growth in the following areas:

A. Individual growth

1. In ways of working together
2. In knowledge of resources and how to use them
3. In development of usable plans for teaching
4. In changed attitudes and understandings
5. In achievement of workshop objectives

4
O'Rourke, Loc. cit.
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Post-workshop evaluation . Evaluation made in the

classroom following the workshop will be of the mor.t value.

To get the best indication of accompli shments in the work-

shop, the staff should have conducted classroom visits and

interviews previous to the workshop. When a school holds its

first workshop, previous visits to the classroom may not have

been made? but after workshops are an established procedure

for a school it will be possible to better evaluate tham

because previous visits will have been planned.

The staff persons in-charge of post-workshop evalu-

ation should probably be trained in supervisory work. All of

the democratic principles of supervision should be observed

when making this evaluation. It may be possible to determine

the study area of a future workshop while evaluating the

preceding workshop.

SUMMARY

P curriculum workshop will probably improve the

learning experiences in the classroom Bar* than any other

type of curriculum improvement technique. The workshop lends

itself veil to in-service education of ths teacher because it

is conducted in the individual school at a time when all of

the faculty can attend. The workshop must be adequately

planned before it is started or it may fail to bring about

much curriculum improvement. Planning should be started well



in advance of the time for starting the workshop. It will

probably be necessary to obtain library materials, office

equipment and personnel, resource persons, end consultants

for a workshop. Committees can be appointed to procure these

materials and schedule the needed staff. Committees can also

be formed to plan the social and recreational part of the

rkshop.

Individual group work is the action part of th« work*

op. There must be ample time for the participant! to do

some work In the study groups if tto ".op is to be

successful. Consultants and resource persons can add to the

success of the workshop if they act in a consultant capacity

and not in a teaching capacity. Group work should proceed

on a plan similar to the steps of action research If possible,

Action research can promote curriculum study that may lead

to a continual workshop program.

Evaluation of the workshop should be dona in terms

the improvement that in brought about in the classroom. T

principal or supervisor should make the evaluation by observ-

ing the classroom learning experiences. It may be possib"

to discover in area of »tu lother workshop while

evaluating the preceding workshop.

This report has reviewed the basic essentials for con-

ducting a workshop and should be considered only as a guide

for planning the individual school workshop. There may be
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other essential requirements that must be met for specific

school situatio:. .
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CVALUATIO'* OF TOTAL WORKSHOP

At the end of the first v/orkshop week, may we ask your
help in an assessment of the standing and progress of the
whole workshop endeavor this far? please answer the follow-
ing questions and write In your comments. Be frank and
honest in your opinions. Do not sign . Thank you.

PUR: Q j j

A. Please number in order of importance (1,2,3, etc.) the
real reasons you are in attendance at this workshop.

1. Improve my own professional skills
and understandings

2. Better understand the school system
and its problems

,

3. For credit on the salary schedule..,

4. Desire to improve general teaching
in our school ,

5 . Nothing better to do ,

6 . Comment

:

B. Please number in order of importance (1,2,3, etc.) what
you consider should be the specific purposes of this work-
shop in terms of individual growth and in terms of our
total educational program.

1. To improve qualifications of
individual teachers

2. To gain stimulation and guidance
from the staff and others ,

3. To move toward a generally accepted
phi losophy of education ,

4. To work on specific problems
confronting the school

Z , To provide a testing ground for
future workshops
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MECHANICS

A. Are you generally satisfied with the organizational set-
up of the workshop? Check the appropriate blanks.

Satisfied Not satisfied
1. Time schedule

2. Accommodations

3. Work area

4. Conference rooms

5. Library

6. Cafeteria

7. Office equipment

B. Do you find adequate time and space to do the follo*//ing:
Check appropriate blanks

Yes Mo

1. Carry on individual
study

2. Confer with staff
members

3. Use the library

4. Enjoy arts & crafts

5. Hold committee meetings

6. Other, comment:

GROUP ACTION - Place a check mark in the blanks of your choice.

A. Are general sessions:

1

.

Interesting

2

.

Stimulating

3

.

Informative

4. Related to real need

5

.

Boring
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B. In Discussion Groups is there:

1

.

Adequate leadership

2. Good participation by most members...

3. A fair chance for you to participate.

4. Hospitality to differences of opinion

5. Evidence of progress toward goals....

6

.

Interest and stimulation

7

.

Tendency for one member to dominate
the discussion

8. Others: Comment

C. Do staff members:
Yes No

1. Have time to confer with individuals

Help you to attain self direction

Prove stimulati

Give adequate help with problems

Dominate group discussion

Force their thoughts on the group

PERSONAL-SOCIAL RELATIONS: Check the appropriate blanks.

Yes No
1. Have you had enough opportunity

to meet new people

2. Do you find a friendly and con-
genial atmosphere among workshoppers .

.

3

.

Comments

:

GENERAL COMMENTS ^ND SUGGESTIONS: Please write in comments
below.

(Note) This is a modified version from O'Rourke, p. 76
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DAILY WORKSHOP SCHEDULE

9i00 A.M.

General assembly: Report of Science Teachers Improvement
Program conference.

10:15 - 10:30

Coffee

10:30 - 12:00

Group meetings or individual work.

1:30 P.: .

General assembly: Definition and Description of the Core
Curriculum.

2:15 - 4:00

Group meetings or individual work.

4:00

Daily schedule closes.

O'Rourke, p. 49.
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FLOV/ CHART

1 = Resource person

2 = Observer

3 = Chairman

h = Recorder

5 - 12 = Group members
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ciety has placed many responsibilities upon the higk

school. The high school serves the community in which it is

located according to the interests and needs of that commu-

nity. The needs of one community or school are a Ly ver

different Irom other communities due to background, social

status, and vocational op|.>ortunities. If the school is to

serve society to a maximum degree, the school must be aware

of community neevis and continually study and evaluate its

curriculum to meet these needs. The purpose of this report

was to indicate how the curriculum workshop could be used to

bring about curriculum study and improvement.

There are many reasons for having a curriculum work-

shop, but all of the reasons seem to center around improve-

ment of instruction. The workshop can strengthen communica-

tion bonds between administrators and teachers and promote

democratic administration of a school. The workshop can

cause the teachers to analyze learning experiences that are

being used in the classroom. Teachers can learn to 3eek the

causes of student behavior and learn to relate classroom

learning experiences to student behaviorial changes. The

vorkshop offers the teacher a chance to grow while on the job.

The essential characteristic of a workshop is that the

work being done must solve problems that are real to the

participants. To accomplish work that is important to the

participants, the workshop must have a defined purpose or



centre! theme that has been chosen by the participant: . The

bulk of time during the workshop is devoted to individual and

small croup work on common problems related to the central

theme or purpose.

A workshop should be held in an atmosphere that is con-

ducive to work; therefore, physical facilities are important

to the success of a workshop. The work sessions should be

held in a large comfortable room where sound is absorbed so

that noise will not be a problem. An auditorium is needed

for general sessions. Small rooms are needed for individual

and sm?ll group conferences. Cafeteria facilities should be

available for one meal daily during the workshop.

The workshop must be carefully planned If it is to be

successful. The central theme or general problem should be

chosen well in advance of the workshop. A time schedule

should be set by the prospective participants if possible.

Resource persons and consultants need to be scheduled and

library materials need to be obtained before the workshop

can begin. All of the physical facilities should be arranged

prior to the workshop. The local workshop staff should re-

view the steps of reflective thinking or action research so

they will have a plan to follow during group work.

At the beginning of the workshop there should be an

orientation period so that the participants can become active

participants as quickly as possible. Resource persons and



consultants should take an active part in starting the- small

up work. The work groups should adopt their own ^oels and

plans, but the consultants should help analyze the problems

and guide group thinking. Individual and group work should

proceed at a rate that is most efficient for the group.

General sessions and social activities should be planned so

they will facilitate the workshop progress, not hinder it.

The evaluation of a workshop should be started .luring

the workshop for the purpose of determining ho- 1 imme-

diate ni 2ing met. The most important aspect of

evaluation will probably take place during classroom visits

by the principal or supervisor following the workshop. The

amount of curriculum improvement that vas brought about by the

workshop will be indicated by the improvement of the learning

experiences in the classroom.


